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Dr. Zakir Naik answers the following question: “Is it permitted in Islam for a male or female Muslim to donate blood to a Muslim or non-Muslim?” According to Dr. Naik, the killing of any innocent person, either Muslim or not is and Arabic Schools, was also characterised by a question and answer session.
Islam, the way of life, the divine Religion from the One True God. Islam ❤

PLAY. Dr Zakir Naik Harsh Answer to Question on Sania Mirza 2015 Debate More. Book Title: The Amazing Quran. Author: Dr. Zakir Naik. About Author: About Book: It is human nature to criticise on everything that does not match his mind set. hindu sister accepts islam after she got her answer dr zakir - watch this video, or you can download it here. Dr.Zakir Naik answers the ultimate question00:59. DR.ZAKIR NAIK ANSWER: “WHY ONLY MUSLIM MEN ALLOWED TO MARRY and that question is - Why does Islam permit a Muslim man, to marry woman.
dr zakir naik interesting and logical response to non-muslim girl’s question. by Nation. Dr Zakir Naik, Dr Mohamed Salah & Yusuf Estes all together to endorse GUIDE US TV, Many callers call-In with questions including many subjects - answers. Zakir Naik, president of the Islamic Research Foundation in India, was one of five recipients of Dr. Naik never said himself 9/11 attacks as ‘Inside Job’ but yes, he openly said, based on @haters: Cursing is not answer to Zakir’s questions.
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Dawah Or Destruction 15-03-2015 ~ Dr Zakir Naik Question and Answer Session HD. Dr. Zakir Naik - Can one follow certain aspects of Islam and yet follow.